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ABSTRACT

Housing is commonly unaffordable in the world’s most successful cities, including Auckland, Hong Kong, Melbourne, Singapore, Sydney and Vancouver. Both real property ownership and renting in these cities lies beyond the means of many residents, especially young adults working in metropolitan central business districts. In extreme, but not uncommon cases, unaffordability of accommodation leads to homelessness. Conversely, investment properties may be left vacant. Foreign investors are commonly blamed for exacerbating housing unaffordability, and taxes have been raised to remedy this perceived mischief. Drawing initiatives introduced by jurisdictions around the Pacific Rim, this article considers behaviour-modifying property taxes as a policy response to the perceived exacerbating effect of foreign investment on housing unaffordability.
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I INTRODUCTION

The world’s most successful cities ‘face extraordinarily high and increasingly unaffordable housing prices’.¹ In analysing the conditions of this ‘new urban crisis’, Richard Florida specifically has United States cities in mind, but similar observations can be made about major Australasian cities, including Auckland, Melbourne and Sydney, and locations in the wider Pacific Rim, such as Hong Kong, Singapore and Vancouver. Residential property ownership in these, some of the world’s most liveable cities,² has become unaffordable for many residents, especially the young.³ Furthermore, renting decent accommodation lies beyond the means of many working people.⁴ In extreme, but not uncommon, cases, unaffordability of accommodation leads to homelessness.⁵ Conversely, if foreign buyers and speculators treat housing as an investment asset, rather than a place to live, not only may prices increase but residential properties may be left vacant.

As homeownership rates fall because of housing unaffordability, increasing numbers of people are excluded from the benefits of owner-occupation. They do not enjoy the welfare advantages arising from the owned home as a shelter from the market.⁶ Due to relatively weak tenancy protections in Australia and New Zealand, they are denied the psychological benefits that security of tenure provides.⁷ Tenure insecurity is an element of multifactorial poverty,⁸ and is thought to have particularly deleterious effects on children.⁹ Furthermore, certain tax benefits, such as capital gains tax (CGT) concessions and local rates relief, can only be claimed by property owners.

Gentrification and pricing-out of long-term residents by well-paid new arrivals, as seen in the extreme example of San Francisco,¹⁰ are thought to stoke urban unaffordability. Furthermore, the emergence of the sharing economy, manifest in the Airbnb phenomenon, is commonly blamed for a shrinking supply of long-term tenancies in tourist-destination cities. But, in a globalised economy, investment in residential property

---

⁵ See, for example, Shamubeel Eaqub and Selena Eaqub, Generation Rent: Rethinking New Zealand’s Priorities (Bridge Williams Books, 2015).
⁶ See Andrew Andrews and Aida Caldera Sánchez, above n 7, 210–11.
⁷ See Rebecca Solnit, Hollow City: The Siege of San Francisco and the Crisis of American Urbanism (Verso, 2002).

---
by non-residents is widely perceived to be a principal cause of housing unaffordability for residents of the most desirable cities. This perception appears to attract most attention from tax policy and lawmakers. Taxes are commonly proposed as ‘silver bullet’ solutions to urban housing problems. They are not, but may help to alleviate these problems in various ways. Property taxes, which were traditionally revenue-raising instruments, may be used to modify behaviour. For example, high levels of stamp duty may be introduced to discourage non-resident investors and speculators.

This article explores the use of property taxes, mostly at a subnational level, to influence the behaviour of foreign investors in order to promote housing affordability. These taxes may also seek to modify the behaviour of domestic speculators and property owners granting short-term Airbnb leases. Regulatory taxes do, of course, have a revenue element but are distinguished by an express purpose of modifying taxpayer behaviour. Windfall taxes, including traditional betterment taxes, value capture levies, or tax increment financing, will not therefore be considered in this article, as they are principally revenue-raising instruments. After this introduction, the article identifies what housing unaffordability means, and considers its causes. The article then reviews property tax measures introduced around the Pacific Rim to cool residential housing markets and thereby promote affordability. The principal research aim of this article is to assess whether these taxes have been effective, and to consider whether other measures would be preferable.

II HOUSING UNAFFORDABILITY: ITS CAUSES AND CONSEQUENCES

This part of the article defines housing unaffordability, and considers its causes.

A What is housing unaffordability?

A universally shared vision, expressed in the United Nations New Urban Agenda, includes ‘just, safe, healthy, accessible, affordable, resilient and sustainable cities’. But, reflecting ‘the accelerating trend of housing-related household expenses rising faster than salary and wage increases in many urban centres around the world’, a global urban housing affordability crisis is evident. A broadly used measure of affordability is the ratio of median house price to median income (‘the Median Multiple’). This ratio is a ‘driving force indicator’ for states in terms of the United Nations Commission on Sustainable Development.

Development Agenda 21, and is considered by the World Bank to be ‘[p]ossibly the most important summary measure of housing market performance, indicating not only the degree to which housing is affordable by the population, but also the presence of market distortions.’ Nevertheless, because methodological flaws in the Median Multiple have been shown, particularly as used by the widely cited Demographia surveys, it should be considered illustrative, rather than authoritative.

According to the International Monetary Fund, New Zealand has the most extreme Median Multiple. Traditionally the country’s ratio was around 3:1, but had risen in the major markets to a ratio of 8:8:1 by 2017. The corresponding ratio for Australia was 6.6:1. (A Median Multiple of 3:1 indicates affordability, whereas a ratio in excess of 5:1 indicates severe unaffordability.) Even with a more favourable national ratio, domestic properties in major Australian cities are extremely unaffordable. Indeed, Sydney is reportedly second only to Hong Kong as the world’s most unaffordable city.

Steffen Wetzstein observes ‘a considerable number of homeowners, investors and speculators have materially benefited from these conditions’. In Australia, despite a significant fall in the last decade, ‘overall household ownership rates … have not changed substantially since the 1960s, hovering around 70 per cent over the past 50 years’. Indeed, for many older Australasians, homeownership has been a lucrative investment: for example, between 2014 and 2017, the average Auckland house price increased by 46 per cent. However, for younger adults, ownership rates have fallen considerably. In Australia of the early 1960s, homeownership among the 35–44 age group was 72 per cent, the same as the rate for the overall population; by 2011, while the overall rate had fallen to 67 per cent, the rate for those aged 35–44 had fallen to 64 per cent. In comparison, over the same period the rate for people older than 65 dropped only marginally from 81 per cent.


Steffen Wetzstein, above n 17, 3159.


Wetzstein, above n 17, 3159.


Parliamentary Library, above n 27.
per cent to 79 per cent, whereas the rate for those aged 25–34 fell dramatically from 60 per cent to 47 per cent.\(^{30}\)

In New Zealand, where owner-occupation has fallen in recent years, Māori and Pacific peoples experience exclusion more than others. In 1986, the overall homeownership rate was 75.2 per cent (78.9 per cent for Europeans, 53.9 per cent for Māori and 50.8 per cent for Pacific people) but had fallen to an overall rate of 63.7 per cent in 2013 (70.1 per cent for Europeans, 43.1 per cent for Māori, and 33.1 per cent for Pacific people).\(^{31}\)

**B Why is residential property unaffordable?**

This section considers possible causes of housing unaffordability in Australasian cities.\(^{32}\)

1 *Demand outstrips supply*

An abnormally high Median Multiple may indicate ‘severe supply-side restrictions’.\(^{33}\) Overall, Australia and New Zealand have fewer dwellings per capita relative to other Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) members.\(^{34}\) However, since overall homeownership has been fairly stable for decades, it may be inferred that the market traditionally satisfies the demands of the majority of consumers of private housing. The current shortage of affordable housing is disproportionately experienced by the young and lower-income groups seeking accommodation in the inner and middle ring suburbs of the major cities.\(^{35}\) This phenomenon can be seen as a consequence of the economic success of Auckland, Melbourne, Sydney, and other cities. Non-tax factors that cause demand to outstrip supply include prolonged economic growth and low interest rates; strong population growth led by immigration; and service jobs being created in metropolitan central business districts.\(^{36}\) The obvious policy response, albeit one that is problematic and only fully realisable in the long-term,\(^{37}\) is to build or encourage construction of denser housing in the urban areas where people need to live.\(^{38}\) However, the model developed by Ben Phillips and Cukkoo Joseph indicates that Australia has a surplus of housing, even in the inner-cities.\(^{39}\) Supply-solutions can only be effective, 

\(^{30}\) Ibid. Increasing levels of student debt may be a significant barrier to young people accumulating sufficient savings for a loan deposit. See Sarah Holder, ‘How Student Loans Are Killing Homeownership’, *CityLab* (25 January 2018) <https://www.citylab.com/equity/2018/01/student-loans-are-killing-homeownership/551300/?utm_source=citylab-daily&silverid=Mzc5OTAzNjk3NTA1S0>.


\(^{34}\) John Daley, ‘Look to Sydney on Affordable Housing’, *The Age* (Melbourne), 5 March 2018, 19.

\(^{35}\) Ibid.


therefore, if people can afford the houses that are actually built.\textsuperscript{40} In this regard, Steven Rowley et al argue:

\begin{quote}
The housing market is simply unable to deliver housing that is affordable to those on lower (and, increasingly, moderate) incomes because there is a minimum cost of delivering housing that meets minimum community standards. This is made up of the land price, the physical construction costs of the dwelling, and the profit required for taking on the development risk.\textsuperscript{41}
\end{quote}

2 \hspace{1em} Policy settings

The Henry Report noted that ‘Government policies have traditionally treated owner-occupied housing as a preferred housing tenure.’\textsuperscript{42} John Daley et al identify four policy settings that for decades have stoked demand for homeownership in Australia. These are: exemption of the family home from the capital gains tax (CGT) net, and non-taxing of imputed rents; exclusion of the family home from Age Pension asset tests; exemption of residential property from state land taxes; and government assistance to first-home buyers.\textsuperscript{43} As Peter Davidson and Ro Evans observe, negative gearing and CGT concessions ‘encourage over-investment in existing properties and expensive inner city apartments which lift housing prices and does little to promote construction of affordable housing.’\textsuperscript{44} These policy preferences do not only have deleterious social and economic effects, they are also unnecessary. In the light of ‘the non-financial benefits of home-ownership, it is highly likely that many people would buy a home even without these policies’.\textsuperscript{45} The principal non-financial benefit owner-occupiers enjoy is ‘ontological security’, which Anthony Giddens defines as ‘a sense of continuity and order in events’.\textsuperscript{46}

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item On meeting need, see generally, Steven Rowley, Chris Leishman, Emma Baker, Rebecca Bentley and Lawrence Lester, ‘Modelling Housing Need in Australia to 2025’ (AHURI Final Report 287, Australian Housing and Urban Research Institute, August 2017) <https://www.ahuri.edu.au/research/final-reports/287>.
\item Steven Rowley, Nicole Gurran and Peter Phibbs, ‘Australia’s Almost a World Leader in Home Building, So That Isn’t a Fix for Affordability’, The Conversation (online), 7 March 2017 <http://theconversation.com/australias-almost-a-world-leader-in-home-building-so-that-isnt-a-fix-for-affordability-73514>.
\item J Daley, B Coates and T Wiltshire, Housing Affordability: Re-imagining the Australian Dream (Grattan Institute, 2018) 35–6. In New Zealand, no general CGT is levied and imputed rent is not taxable; New Zealand Superannuation is a universal benefit with no means testing; there are no land taxes, other than local authority rates; and, since stamp duty is not levied on transfers of land, no duty concessions can be given. However, local authorities, such as Wellington, may grant rates concessions for first-time homeowners: see Wellington City Council, $5000 Rates Discount for New First Homes Extended to Apartments (14 March 2017) <https://wellington.govt.nz/your-council/news/2017/03/$5000-rates-discount-for-new-first-homes-extended-to-apartments>.
\item Daley et al, above n 43, 35.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
3 Non-resident investors

Non-resident investment is commonly perceived to be a principal cause of house price inflation and consequent unaffordability.47 Thus Jack Favilukis and Stijn van Nieuwerburgh argue that capital inflows from non-resident investors 'affect housing affordability, the spatial distribution of residents, construction, labor income, wealth, and ultimately welfare'.48 From their survey of 900 Sydney residents, Dallas Rogers et al found:

The most commonly identified factor [for rising house prices] was foreign investment, which twice as many survey participants selected compared to domestic factors such as negative gearing and the purchase of one’s own home. The majority of participants did not believe foreign investment should be permitted in Sydney, and more than three in four agreed that foreign investment was driving up house prices in Sydney.49

Despite this common perception, there is scant evidence that foreign investment really does have a significant impact on housing affordability in Australia.50 Treasury researchers, Chris Wokker and John Swieringa conclude:51

Only a small proportion of the strong property price growth over the study period [2010–15] can be attributed to foreign demand. It is also the case that the majority of foreign investment approvals are for new dwellings, consistent with Australia’s foreign investment policy for residential real estate which, in part, aims to increase the total supply of dwellings. Nevertheless, new housing built for foreign investors might not be of the type needed by aspiring homeowners with low incomes or may not be made available to renters.52

At the time of writing, New Zealand was in the process of enacting Australian-style restrictions before the commencement of the Comprehensive and Progressive Trans

---

47 In the absence of Australian-style investment restrictions, Canadian perceptions of overseas buyers fuelling, in particular, the Vancouver housing market may have more substance. See Joanne Lee-Young, ‘Chinese Buyers Responsible for One-Third of Value of Vancouver Home Sales: National Bank’, Vancouver Sun (online), 24 March 2016 <http://www.vancouversun.com/business/chinese+buyers+responsible+third+value+vancouver+home+sales+national+bank/11804486/story.html>.


Pacific Partnership Agreement.\textsuperscript{53} Yet, there is little to suggest that foreign buyers have driven up house prices in New Zealand. Indeed, the first reliable data analysis shows that in the March 2018 quarter, only 3.3 per cent of home transfers were to people who were neither New Zealand citizens or resident-visa holders.\textsuperscript{54} In the previous quarter, the corresponding figure was 2.9 per cent – the inter-period increase may have arisen from people seeking to invest before restrictions come into effect.

4 Short-term leases

Short-term leases, notably for Airbnb stays, are often blamed for having reduced the availability of affordable housing and rental stock in tourist-destination cities. Consequently, cities such as Berlin and New York have banned short-term leases, whereas Queenstown and Dunedin are considering ways of using their limited powers as local authorities to combat the perceived social costs of Airbnb.\textsuperscript{55} However, the effect of Airbnb on housing affordability is unclear because of the lack of fully independent research. (Research tends to be sponsored either by Airbnb or the hotel industry.)\textsuperscript{56} Nevertheless, Kyle Barron et al plausibly conclude:

Home-sharing 1) raises local rental rates by causing a reallocation of the housing stock; 2) raises house prices through both the capitalization of rents and the increased ability to use excess capacity; and 3) induces market entry by small suppliers of short-term housing who compete with traditional suppliers.\textsuperscript{57}

Even with these negative effects, Airbnb may provide broader benefits for tourist towns.\textsuperscript{58}

III Property Taxation

This part of the article surveys taxes on residential property in selected Pacific Rim countries, which were introduced or amended to counter the perceived role of foreign investment, in particular, in exacerbating housing unaffordability.

\textsuperscript{53} See Overseas Investment Amendment Bill 2017 (NZ) (5-1). The restrictions will not apply to investors from Australia or Singapore.


A Local land taxes (rates)

Rating – a local tax on the value of real property – is the principal source of income for local government in British heritage jurisdictions. The base adopted primarily distinguishes different rating systems. While rates are designed to raise revenue, they have the capacity to modify behaviour. In particular, when rates are levied on the unimproved value of land, they might prompt its most efficient use. Unusually, Singapore differentially treats owner-occupied and rented residential dwellings. The policy purpose of this distinction is to encourage people to own and live in their own homes. Tax is levied at progressive rates on the annual value (estimated rental value) of the property. Rates range from 0 per cent for the first SGD8000 (AUD7575) to 16 per cent on the annual value exceeding SGD130 000 (AUD123 000). For non-owner-occupied residential properties, property tax rates range from 10 per cent for the first SGD30 000 (AUD28 400) to 20 per cent on the annual value in excess of SGD90 000 (AUD85 200). Rating could be used to distinguish between foreign and locally owned properties as a behaviour-modifying instrument, but this is not a current practice.

B Stamp duty (property transfer duty)

With the notable exception of New Zealand, British heritage countries typically raise a stamp or property transfer duty, often at a state level in federations. Traditionally stamp duty has been viewed purely as a revenue-raising instrument, but more recently it has been used as a tool for modifying behaviour, specifically deterring non-resident and speculative investment in residential property. Traditionally, conveyance stamp duty has been levied at progressive but low rates. In contrast, behaviour-modifying surcharges are typically charged at relatively high, flat rates. For example, a foreign speculator investing in Hong Kong, would pay 30 per cent aggregate duty on purchasing a property and as much as 20 per cent if selling it shortly afterwards. Table 1 below summarises standard and deterrent stamp duty rates in various Pacific Rim jurisdictions.

---


62 The exchange rates used in this article were accessed on 25 January 2018 from XE <http://www.xe.com>.


64 Ibid.

65 Conveyance duty was abolished by s 6 of the Stamp Duty Abolition Act 1999 (NZ).

### Table 1: Comparison of duties on residential property transfers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jurisdiction</th>
<th>Tax</th>
<th>Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>British Columbia</td>
<td>Property transfer tax</td>
<td>1–3%&lt;sup&gt;67&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15% (foreign investors in Greater Vancouver Regional District)&lt;sup&gt;68&lt;/sup&gt; – to be increased to 20%&lt;sup&gt;69&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong Kong&lt;sup&gt;70&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Ad valorem stamp duty</td>
<td>&lt;4.5% (HK residents for sole residential property)&lt;sup&gt;71&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15% (others)&lt;sup&gt;72&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Buyer’s stamp duty</td>
<td>15% (non-residents)&lt;sup&gt;73&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Special stamp duty</td>
<td>10–20% (sellers of a property within three years)&lt;sup&gt;74&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>Buyer’s stamp duty</td>
<td>1–3%&lt;sup&gt;75&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Additional buyer’s stamp duty&lt;sup&gt;76&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>15% (non-citizens who are not residents)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7% (citizens for a second property)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10% (citizens for a third and subsequent property)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5% (resident non-citizens)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10% (resident non-citizens for second and subsequent properties)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


<sup>68</sup> Government of British Columbia, Additional Property Transfer Tax <https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/taxes/property-taxes/property-transfer-tax/understand/additional-property-transfer-tax>.


<sup>70</sup> See Stamp Duty Ordinance 1981 (HK), as amended.


<sup>75</sup> Inland Revenue Authority of Singapore, Buyer’s Stamp Duty (BSD) (2017) <https://www.iras.gov.sg>.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Duty Type</th>
<th>Rate Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New South Wales</td>
<td>Transfer duty</td>
<td>1.25–7%&lt;sup&gt;78&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Surcharge</td>
<td>8% (non-residents)&lt;sup&gt;79&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queensland</td>
<td>Transfer duty&lt;sup&gt;80&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0–5.75%&lt;sup&gt;81&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Additional foreign acquirer duty</td>
<td>3%&lt;sup&gt;82&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Australia</td>
<td>Stamp duty&lt;sup&gt;83&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>1–5.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Foreign ownership surcharge</td>
<td>7%&lt;sup&gt;84&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tasmania</td>
<td>Property transfer duty&lt;sup&gt;85&lt;/sup&gt;│ Minimum $50 – 4.5%&lt;sup&gt;86&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Foreign investor duty surcharge</td>
<td>3% (from 1 July 2018)&lt;sup&gt;87&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria</td>
<td>Land transfer duty&lt;sup&gt;88&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>1.4–5.5%&lt;sup&gt;89&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Foreign purchaser additional duty</td>
<td>7%&lt;sup&gt;90&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Australia</td>
<td>Transfer duty&lt;sup&gt;91&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>1.9–5.15%&lt;sup&gt;92&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>80</sup> See *Duties Act 2001* (Qld).
<sup>83</sup> *Stamp Duties Act 1923* (SA).
<sup>85</sup> See *Duties Act 2011* (Tas).
<sup>88</sup> See *Duties Act 2000* (Vic).
<sup>91</sup> *Duties Act 2008* (WA).
<sup>92</sup> Ibid sch 2 (general rate).
C Land taxes

All Australian states levy a land tax.95 (Western Australia also levies a related and supplementary Metropolitan Regional Improvement Tax.)96 The Northern Territory does not currently operate a land tax but consideration has been given to introducing such a tax to supplement or replace stamp duty.97 Land taxes usually exempt a person’s principal residence from the tax base. However, ACT, which is phasing out land transaction taxes,98 includes residential property in its land tax base.99 A foreign owner of residential land in New South Wales must pay a surcharge of 0.75 per cent for the 2017 land tax year and 2 per cent from the 2018 land tax year onwards.100 ACT will introduce a 0.75 per cent surcharge to its land tax for foreign owners, with effect from 1 July 2018.101

D Vacant property taxes

The idea of taxing vacant land to encourage optimal development is not new.102 However, the phenomenon of optimally developed land being both unoccupied and withheld from the rental market may be a more recent phenomenon.103 The first tax on vacant properties

---


95 For a comprehensive survey and analysis of land taxes in Australia, see Vince Mangioni, Land Tax in Australia: Fiscal Reform of Sub-national Government (Routledge, 2015).


102 For example, in 1658, when New York was still New Amsterdam, taxes were levied on vacant plots until they were built upon. See John Christopher Schwab, ‘History of the New York Property Tax’ (1890) 5(S) Publications of the American Economic Association 17, 24.

103 But see A J van der Walt, ‘Property and Marginality’ in Gregory S Alexander and Eduardo M Peñalver (eds), Property and Community (Oxford University Press, 2009) on squatting in vacant buildings in the Netherlands the 1970s.
appears to be the 1998 French *taxe sur les logements vacants* (tax on empty apartments).\textsuperscript{104} British Columbia has also enacted an Empty Homes Tax (also known as the Vacancy Tax) for metropolitan Vancouver with an aim of prompting owners to put their unoccupied properties on the rental market.\textsuperscript{105} Net revenues from the Empty Homes Tax will be reinvested into affordable housing initiatives.\textsuperscript{106} Most properties are exempt, notably principal residences, occupied for at least six months a year, and properties rented for at least six months of the year, in periods of 30 or more consecutive days. Short-term, Airbnb-style leases would not therefore be excluded.\textsuperscript{107} In its 2018 Budget, the British Columbian government announced a so-called speculation tax, which will apply province-wide.\textsuperscript{108} This tax will be similar to Vancouver’s Vacancy Tax, inasmuch as property owners who do not pay provincial income tax, and do not reside in or rent out the property, will have an annual liability of 0.5 per cent of the property’s value in 2018, increasing to 2 per cent a year from 2019.

Australia has sought to control non-resident investment by restricting purchases of existing properties to residents. However, since overseas students may buy an existing property (provided they sell it within three months of completing their studies), the country’s expanded tertiary education market has seen a significant increase in the number of students (presumably their families) purchasing existing houses and flats in the inner and middle ring suburbs of university cities.\textsuperscript{109} On 9 May 2017, the Commonwealth Government announced the introduction of a fee on foreign owners of residential property where the property is not occupied or genuinely available on the rental market for at least six months of each year. However, the fee, which falls under the purview of the Foreign Investment Review Board, does not apply to properties bought before the date of the announcement. While the fee may be a petty measure, the government announced significant tax changes to promote housing affordability.\textsuperscript{110}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jurisdiction</th>
<th>Affected area</th>
<th>Vacancy period</th>
<th>Rates of tax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>National (only applies to non-resident)</td>
<td>6 months</td>
<td>Fee equivalent to, e.g., 0.55% for property &lt;$1 million value; 1.12% for $9–10 million value</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


\textsuperscript{107} Ibid.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Investments made after 9 May 2017)</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>British Columbia</td>
<td>Designated urban areas</td>
<td>9 months (2018)</td>
<td>0.5% (2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6 months (2019)</td>
<td>2% foreign investors; 1% non-BC Canadians; 0.5% BC Canadians (2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria</td>
<td>Inner/middle ring Melbourne</td>
<td>6 months</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.5% surcharge for absentees’ unimproved land</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**IV DISCUSSION**

After noting reservations about comparisons, this part of the article considers the effectiveness of measures introduced, then sketches other tax measures that might be used as part of a multi-faceted approach to housing unaffordability.

Despite sharing a history of colonialism, the common law, and open economies, the British heritage states discussed in this article have substantively different tax systems. These differences suggest caution when drawing comparisons. (However, all use rating-like local taxation.) Hong Kong and Singapore are distinguished by minimalism. They have source-based, low-rate incomes taxes, and no CGT. Therefore, stamp duty may be the only extant tax instrument available for dampening demand for investment in housing. In contrast, Canada has a complex, multi-level tax system that incorporates income tax, CGT and value-added tax (VAT). At subnational levels, Canadian provinces raise income tax, sales tax (harmonised with federal VAT) and land transfer tax. Canada, therefore, has several existing tax instruments for engaging with housing problems. Nevertheless, the principal fiscal actions have been taken at a provincial level, in British Columbia (and later Ontario), although focus has been on specific metropolitan areas. Significantly, unlike Australia, Canada has not imposed direct restrictions on non-resident investment in residential property.

The New Zealand tax system lies between the minimalism of Hong Kong and Singapore, and the complexity of Australia and Canada. As a unitary state, it has no state or

---


A Effectiveness of current measures

If we assume that foreign investment in residential property is a social mischief deserving government intervention, we may ask whether the taxes introduced have been effective in remedying that mischief. Furthermore, do these taxes have undesirable consequences? Focus in this section lies with stamp duty. Behaviour-modifying rating is a minor issue, and it is too early to tell whether vacant property taxes might be effective. The latter taxes might have some impact on house prices, but the reasons why properties are left empty can be complex, although speculation may be one of them, particularly in times of uncertainty. Besides, looking at the bigger picture of unaffordability, as Hal Pawson observes, ‘empty homes represent just a small element of our increasingly inefficient and wasteful use of housing’.127

1 High rates of stamp duty

While conceding that other factors could have been at play, Richard Cullen concludes that Hong Kong’s stamp duty tax manipulation has been effective in dampening speculative demand in the territory, albeit after a time lag of four to five years for special stamp duty.
and two to three years for buyer’s stamp duty.\footnote{128} But, after Cullen drew this conclusion, Hong Kong found it necessary to make significant hikes to ad valorem duty in a further attempt to cool demand. This development raises several questions, including: will governments have the political nerve to keep raising the rates of stamp duty beyond their already exceptional levels; will investors simply factor in such increases into the already astronomical prices of property in the most desirable cities; and does control of foreign investment in residential property lie beyond the control of governments in open economies?\footnote{129}

Some unintended if expectable effects were observed in Vancouver arising from the hikes in property transfer tax, notably a surge in non-resident investment before the date of implementation and, afterwards, possible collusion between residents and non-residents.\footnote{130} Toronto experienced a property boom immediately after the tax came into effect in Vancouver. In response, Ontario introduced its own non-resident speculation tax, a 15 per cent surcharge, payable in addition to standard land transfer tax.\footnote{131} The British Columbian surcharge may have had no long-term impact on housing affordability in Vancouver. An article in The Australian reported that Vancouver’s house prices fell by 18.9 per cent between January 2016 and January 2017.\footnote{132} Indeed, prices do appear to have fallen sharply in the first year of the surcharge,\footnote{133} but, by March 2017, the market was booming once more.\footnote{134} And, as noted, the provincial government considered it necessary to increase property transfer tax for foreign purchases of residential property to 20 per cent in its 2018 budget. According to Juwai, a website aimed at Chinese property investors, this latest increase in stamp duty ‘is likely to have minimal impact on wealthy Chinese buyers seeking to purchase in Vancouver or elsewhere in the B.C. province’.\footnote{135} In short, it seems that swingeing rates of stamp duty may have minimal long-term effect on foreign investment or, indeed, domestic speculation. State coffers may swell but government reliance on that revenue flow may have the effect of entrenching an inefficient and inequitable tax.

\footnote{128} Cullen, above n 117, 13.
\footnote{129} Truly effective control over mainland investment in the territory may lie with the Chinese government’s policy on outbound investment. See Ben Bland, ‘China Developers Retreat from Hong Kong Property Market’, Financial Times (online), 7 February 2018 <https://www.ft.com/content/f70b4c50-0bc5-11e8-8eb7-42f857ea9f09>.
**B Broad-based land tax as an alternative to stamp duty**

According to the Henry Report, conveyance stamp duties, which are ‘volatile and highly inefficient’ and ‘inequitable’, discourage,

transactions of commercial and residential property and ... discourage people from changing their place of residence as their personal circumstances change or discourage people from making lifestyle change that involve a change in residence. It is also inequitable, as people who need to move more frequently bear more tax irrespective of their income or wealth.\(^{136}\)

Furthermore, because duty thresholds tend to be static, stamp duty is particularly prone to bracket creep (fiscal drag) in a rising market. Robert Carling and Michael Potter provide the example of New South Wales, whose average rate of stamp duty doubled between 1986 and 2015.\(^{137}\)

The Henry Report and the Australian Productivity Commission,\(^{138}\) among many others, have recommended the incremental replacement of stamp duties with a broad-based land tax. A massive body of literature exists on the effectiveness of land taxes.\(^{139}\) For current purposes, it is sufficient to note that, notwithstanding the absence of conclusive evidence,\(^{140}\) proponents of land taxes claim that they deliver the most efficient use of land. For example, they predict that a developer will not land bank; rather they will develop their land most efficiently, temporally and use-wise, provided the rate of tax is set sufficiently high.\(^{141}\) A land tax should apply to all land. ‘Levying higher taxes on larger holdings discourages land-based investment by institutional investors, such as in rental housing. As owner-occupied housing is exempt, land tax on residential investment properties is probably passed through to renters as higher rent.’\(^{142}\)

ACT is widely considered to have made the ‘right’ policy choice in phasing out stamp duty in favour of a land tax. But the tax only applies to residential property,\(^{143}\) and includes significant exemptions, notably parcels of rural land.\(^{144}\) Rather than exemptions, relief should be provided through deferral options, for example for asset rich, income poor

---

\(^{136}\) Henry et al, above n 42, [6.2].


\(^{141}\) Florida, above n 1, 194 notes: ‘[Henry] George in fact suggested that the less developed land is, the higher it is taxed. George in fact suggested that underdeveloped land be taxed at a rate of 100%, minus improvements to it. Absent in such improvement, he argued, all of the land’s value should return to the public commons.’

\(^{142}\) Henry et al, above n 42, [6.2].

\(^{143}\) *Land Tax Act 2004* (ACT) s 9.

\(^{144}\) Ibid.
taxpayers, who are often elderly. Nevertheless, the ACT experience indicates the political difficulties faced in implementing a pure land tax.

C Considerations for government

1 Multiple policy measures
As the Henry Report recognised, ‘a range of non-tax policies have a more significant impact on housing supply and affordability’ than do tax policies. Vancouver’s policy-makers did not envisage increases in property transfer tax as a silver bullet, more like one arrow in a quiver of policy options. The city’s focus lies with protecting the existing rental stock and increasing the supply of affordable housing, especially condominiums. Technology, such as the use of modular housing, is expected to play a role, as are mass transit initiatives, government subsidies and land deals. Similar to the United Kingdom’s Department for Communities and Local Government recommends a multi-pronged approach to vacant properties, including a potential ‘empty homes premium’, payable on the Council Tax.

2 Political attraction of taxing foreigners
Since foreign investors cannot vote and are unlikely to find a champion in their own governments, which have agreed to investment restrictions under free trade agreements, imposing sweeping property taxes on non-residents may be politically attractive. Following Favilukis and van Nieuwerburgh, taxing non-resident investors ‘can turn welfare losses into gains when tax revenues finance a local public good’, if, for example, stamp duty surcharges are hypothecated for public housing. Nevertheless, for Australia and New Zealand, which have histories of Sinophobia, taxes implicitly aimed at Chinese investors should give pause for thought. If foreign investment is not the major cause of housing unaffordability – as appears to be the case in Australia and New Zealand – increasingly heavy taxes on non-residents take on the appearance of scapegoating.

145 I am grateful to the reviewer who noted that such a deferral option may resemble in practice a CGT.
146 Henry et al., above n 42, [6.2].
149 See, for example, the Free Trade Agreement between the Government of Australia and the Government of the People’s Republic of China, art 9.5.
150 Favilukis and van Nieuwerburgh, above n 48.
Focusing on foreign investors allows government to give the impression of combatting housing unaffordability, without taking measures that might alienate voters. Joannah Connolly observes of the latest British Columbian tax measures:¹⁵³

this tax affects all non-local-tax-paying home owners, not just speculators. But it has been cynically named a ‘speculation tax’ because the [governing New Democratic Party] knows tax-paying voters believe real estate speculation is a leading cause of high home prices, and this way the party is seen to be doing something about it.

Likewise, in Australia, Nicole Gurran and Peter Phibbs consider,

the ways in which government responses to housing problems have come to resemble ‘busy work’, exhibiting and absorbing policy energy while at the same time constraining the suite of policy options and tools able to really address the housing affordability problems affecting low-income renters and aspiring owners in Australia.¹⁵⁴

Laurence Murphy makes similar observations about the Auckland housing crisis.¹⁵⁵ No government in a property-owning democracy would seek to engineer a crash in the residential housing market in order to promote housing affordability. As the global financial crisis demonstrated, ‘[a] major fall in house prices can create chaos across an economy ... [causing] widespread business failures, job losses and a broader economic recession.’¹⁵⁶ Conversely, a responsible government should not foster property speculation by either foreign or domestic speculators.

V Conclusion

A crisis in housing affordability is evident in the world’s major cities, including those in Australasia. But the precise nature of the crisis and its causes are less clear. Paradoxically, Australia appears to have a surplus of housing, including vacant properties in the inner ring suburbs of Melbourne and Sydney where demand can be expected to be most intense. Foreign investment is commonly portrayed as a main driver of unaffordability, yet when reliable evidence exists, non-resident investment appears to contribute minimally to housing inflation. Notwithstanding uncertainty about the causes of housing unaffordability, ostensibly remedial taxes have been introduced to remedy what may be a nugatory social mischief. The article set out to assess whether these taxes have been effective, and to consider whether other measures would be preferable. It is concluded that these taxes are unlikely to have been effective in combating foreign investment in residential property but this outcome is not fatal for housing affordability since its contribution is almost certainly minimal.

Stamp duties are commonly criticised for introducing frictions into the housing market, and for obviating augmentation or replenishment of the housing stock by discouraging investment. Wide consensus holds that a broad-based land tax, as a substitute for stamp duty, would be most effective – in the long-term, at least – in ensuring the most efficient

use of land. ACT has shown that a broad-based land tax can include a surcharge for foreign-owned properties – even if that additional charge serves no real purpose other than to exact an additional charge for the privilege of investment. But the flow of revenue into State treasuries from thinly disguised xenophobia expressed in foreign purchaser surcharges may be too attractive for governments to surrender.

Australia’s policy on foreign investment in residential property, which requires new accommodation to be built, if effectively enforced, directly engages with the possibility of non-residents denying residents access to the stock of housing. Perhaps more direction could be given: for example, a person wishing to make a direct property investment of AUD1.5 million might be required to build two affordable units rather than one unit that might be unaffordable for potential tenants. Requiring foreign investors to build seems mutually beneficial for the investor, who obtains indefeasible ownership of real property in a common law jurisdiction, and the host state, whose housing stock is augmented or replenished. New Zealand seems well advised to follow Australia in this regard rather than seeking solutions in discriminatory taxes.
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